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What does the phrase “racial companionship” suggest on how goebbels defined “Germany”? in the words of a popular Nazi slogan, the goal was “Ein volk! ein reich! ein führer! (“A people! an empire! a leader!” in his mein kampf book, Hitler described the foundation he sought for the national community, a foundation based on false myths about race:
all we admire on this earth today – science and art, technology and inventions – is only the creative product of some peoples and, originally, perhaps a race [the “Aryans”]. consider sharing these readings with students and discussing the following questions: how do these laws contribute to creating the type of “national community” that the Nazis
wanted? The latter triggered a series of restrictions on the lives of German Jews, including the prohibition of sexual relations between Jews and non-Jews, as well as the prohibition of Jews from flying the flag of the reich. These two laws raised an important question: what determined who was and who was not a Jew? the laws were a powerful tool that
the Nazis prayed for these purposes; between 1933 and 1939 they promulgated nearly 1,500 laws, policies and decrees that privileged “Aryans” and excluded, discriminated and persecuted Jews and other supposedly inferior groups. how do laws affect the relationships between individuals in a society? to illustrate for students the importance of the
concept of “national community” for the Nazis, you can tell them that the Nazis had a specific word for this special community: volksgemeinschaft. then turn the groups once again, making sure that each group saw each of the three leaflets at least once. assign students to respond to one of the prompts at the end of the lesson on note cards instead of
in their journals, so you can collect the answers. the results of your experience provide a powerful visionas rules and laws laws By authority figures can impact the way we see our own identities and those of other people. From laws and rules that affect how people think about themselves? Although there were many ways in which the Nazis shaped
and cultivated their “National” “, in this unit, students will carefully analyze three of these methods. This set of laws included the Reich citizenship law and the law for the protection of German blood and honor, announced at the Nuremberg Party Rally on September 15, 1935. Instead, they regarded the Jews as members of a separate and inferior
“Race”. “Since, according to Nazi logic,“ RACE ”was not altered by conversion, people who were born Jews would always be Jews, regardless of their religious beliefs or practices. In 1934, Germany was firmly under Nazi control. (Debates on how to classify Mischlinge continued for years and have never been completely solved.) The detailed
definitions created by the Nazis are included in the resources in this lesson. The laws have transformed the lives of Jews throughout Germany, including thousands of people who did not previously know their families had Jewish heritage. How does the law define the universe of obligation of Germany? If someone in the group writes a question,
another member of the group must answer. Lead a brief discussion with the class that focuses on the following questions: How does this pamphlet define what it means to be German? What did that ask them? Viewing vocabulary Next, the main vocabulary terms used in this lesson: “National Community” Reich Citizen Add these words to your word
wall if you are using one for this unit and provide the necessary support to help students learn these words as You teach the lesson. If they perish, the beauty of this earth will sink into the grave with them. Among the most significant Laws. In future lessons, students will look at the Nazis¢ÃÂÂ use of propaganda and their creation of youth groups to

shape German society. Ã Â Examine the Impact of the Nuremberg Laws Tell students that they will now read a personal account of how one family was affected by the enactment of the Nuremberg Laws. According to many Jewish teachings, an individual was defined as a Jew if he or she was born to a Jewish mother or formally converted to Judaism.
How might their lives and beliefs have changed as a result of this law? What does the law suggest about who is included in Germany¢ÃÂÂs ¢ÃÂÂnational community¢ÃÂÂ? The Nazis did not accept that definition. Ã Â After the ten minutes, rotate each group to a different ¢ÃÂÂbig paper,¢ÃÂÂ and give them two or three minutes to read the document
and the written conversation on that paper. Ã Â In this activity, students will examine a set of laws known as the Nuremberg Laws using the Big Paper silent discussion strategy. How did the laws you read and discussed contribute to creating the type of ¢ÃÂÂnational community¢ÃÂÂ that the Nazis desired? Can you think of an example of a current or
past law that excludes people from your country¢ÃÂÂs universe of obligation? What would be required to change laws in your community (local, state, or national)? If necessary, they can complete their reflections for homework: How did the Nuremberg Laws affect Marianne Schweitzer and her family members¢ÃÂÂ status in German society? How do
laws affect the ways that individuals think about their own identities and the identities of others? Students can share and discuss their thinking in a brief Think, Pair, Share activity. The written conversation should start with students¢ÃÂÂ responses to these questions, but it can continue wherever the students take it. Responding to these questions,
the Nazi government create precise legal definitions of who was a German and who was a Jew through an additional decree The first regulation of the Reich Citizenship Law, announced on November 14, 1935. Which of these options, if any, were available for people in Germany in the 1930s? It depends on the existence of this whole culture.
Revolution is over, he told his most closely associated. They were determined to create a VolksgeMeinschaft â € “a national â € œ € or, literally, a â € œ œ Popular Community. The term became popular during World War I as a way to gather support for the conflict. The question of defining the German identity was more complicated by the fact that
there was a large amount of intercourse between the two groups, and there were thousands of people of Jewish and mixed Jewish ascendance, known to the Nazis as Mischlinga (Â € œMeio-Sangueâ €). Stouting teaching thinks, pair. Sharing large paper briefly introduce the Nazi concept of â € œIn national common community telling students that in
this lion, and the following two literary, they will closely examine the national common community that the Nazis predicted to Germany and the ways in which they tried to create it in the 1930s. It was now time to consolidate power and normalize life in € œNova Germany € they had created. In his effort to remodel the national community, according
to their racial ideals, the Nazis promulgated hundreds of laws, policies and decrees, including those who financially rewarded the so -called Aryan couples for having children and those who allowed the sterilization of people who considered â € œDefentiva € or allegedly inferior. About 1,500 of the laws, policies and decrees of the Nazis promulgated
between 1933 and 1939 were designed to remove the Jews from the Poil, Eco -Eco and Cultural life of Paãs. That other examples you can think of the story, literature or your own life of laws or rules that affect how people think and Essay evaluation if your students are writing the end assessment for this unit, after teaching this lesson, instruct
students to add evidencies of the last four lions to the records of evidence. Dip more deeply in the concept of â € œIn € € Share the reading the common interest before the self-interest with the students. Instruct students who, as you wide aloud of reading discovering Jewish blood, should underline any information that helps you answer the next
question: How the promulgation of the laws of Nuremberg affects life From Marianne Schweitzer and his Famãlia? Connect, Extend, Challenge, can help you structure discussion. Anyway, ask students how the results of Elliott's classroom experiment can provide information on the impact of Nuremberg laws (and other Nazi -promulgated regulations)
on Fanmy such as Schweitzers. Big paper activity provides a visual representation of students' thinking throughout the literature you can use to evaluate your understanding of the relationship between discriminating laws and the way German thought and treated themselves. After finishing reading, arguing with students their notes, as well as the
effects of Nuremberg's laws on Famãlia Schweitzer using Think, Pair, Stratum. How did the laws influence how did they think about their own identities? Tell the students to define who belongs to the idea of the Nazis of a â € œThe national community, similar to defining who belongs to their universe of obligation. But the Nazis interpreted their
meaning differently. Evaluate your answers to gain information on students' understanding of law power to shape society and individual behavior. The following questions can help guide your discussion: What is the proposal of this law? About Through a reading and discussion of the laws of Nuremberg, students will go how the Nazis sought to create
a racially pure ¢ÃÂÂnational community,¢ÃÂÂ one that stripped Jews of their citizenship rights and narrowed Germany¢ÃÂÂs universe of obligation. Analyze Laws Used to Shape the National Community Tell students that there are a variety of measures a government can take to shape society¢ÃÂÂand a variety of ways a government can exclude
those who leaders consider to be outsiders from enjoying the benefits of belonging to the nation. How might discriminatory laws influence the way we think about others in our society? For this reason, we chose to include quotation marks around the English translation of this term to highlight this distinction. To get a sense of the final product for a
Big Paper activity, refer to this Big Paper example on Facing History¢ÃÂÂs website. How do they affect the relationships individuals have with each other? What did National Socialism offer to these ¢ÃÂÂhonestly creative¢ÃÂÂ Germans? In this lesson, students will continue this unit¢ÃÂÂs historical case study by turning their attention to what
happened after the revolution was complete and the Nazis firmly established control over Germany. How might their lives and beliefs have changed as a result of some of these laws? Unit Essential Question:Ã ÂWhat does learning about the choices people made during the Weimar Republic, the rise of the Nazi Party, and the Holocaust teach us about
the power and impact of our choices today? Note that in order for students to have a totally silent conversation with the text and with each other, you must provide very clear and explicit instructions for students prior to the start of the activity and answer any questions in advance. Specifically, students will be introduced to the Nazis¢ÃÂÂ idea of a
¢ÃÂÂnational community¢ÃÂÂ shaped according to their racial ideals, a concept students will continue to explore in two lessons that follow this one. How can laws affect the relationship between And society? If you have not seen him, consider showing it after this lesson. Seeing and discussing a divided class the film that a divided class (60:00) tells
the story of Professor Jane Elliott, from the third SA © Rie, in which she temporarily separated her students by the eye color. In fact, if someone was German or Jewish could not be determined by mother or scientific tests. They can add new comments and questions if they have them. For suggested activities and resources, see the addition of evidence
records, 1 of 3. Reflect on the response to unjustity in our own lives now, before analyzing the laws promulgated by the Nazis, the students reflect on the laws or unfair rules they have experienced or witnessed in their own lives. Use the following DIARY PROMPT: How do laws help define the universe of obligation of a noise? They put Jewish directly
outside Germany "universe of obligation". Of the community that the Nazis aspired to promote and a more specific meaning in connotation than the English translation in English in English It means. In this lesson, they examine the way the Nazis used laws to define who belonged to the "national community" and then separate those who do not
belong. They considered the Jews as members of a religious group not even one Group is tnico (defined by their cultural inheritance). What can be done to change the laws of which you disagree? They used the word to promote the ideas of a racially pure and harmonious national community united in their §Ão to the German people, their notion and
their wool. Students should feel like writing the text. By reflecting on a story of how Nuremberg's laws affected a Famãlia, the students think o more broadly over power and the limits of laws to shape society and influence the individual (For (For classes with additional time, an extension to this lesson analyzes a variety of additional laws enacted by
the Nazis.) Divide the class into groups of three or four, and prepare a piece of chart paper for each group with one of the following handouts taped in the middle: Make sure that each student has a pen or marker to write with, and then give them eight minutes to have a written discussion about their assigned handout in complete silence. Ã In the
previous lesson, students analyzed some of the dilemmas experienced by individual Germans during the National Socialist revolution in Germany. This film was offered as an extension to Lesson 5: The Concept of Race. Connections students are able to make to other examples from history, literature, or current events can provide evidence of a deeper
level of understanding. Students can draw lines connecting a comment to a particular question. (Review the Context section for more information on the meaning of this term.) Preparing Students for a Big Paper Activity Activity 3 below uses the Big Paper teaching strategy, which we encourage you to familiarize yourself with before teaching the
lesson. Ã Examine Additional Laws Designed to Shape the ¢ÃÂÂNational Community¢ÃÂÂ The readings Breeding the New German "Race" and A Wave of Discrimination provide additional important examples of laws enacted by the Nazis to shape their ideal ¢ÃÂÂnational community¢ÃÂÂ of Aryans. How might some of these laws have influenced the
attitudes and actions of the German people? Who benefits from it and who is harmed by it? The former stripped Jews of their rights to citizenship, including the rights to vote and hold a German passport. If you viewed it then, consider reminding students of the film. These laws included dozens of discriminatory measures passed by national, state,
regional, and local governments to exclude Jews from even the seemingly mundane aspects of German society, as well as This has implemented national programs to encourage the so-called Arians to reproduce and prevent the non-Aryans from doing so. Make sure that students know that more than one of them can write in the big role at the same
time. At that time, this simply meant that all Germans, regardless of class, religious and social differences, would work together to achieve a national purpose - winning the war. After the death of President von Hindenburg in August of that year, Adolf Hitler declared himself not only the chancellor of the country, but also his phere. Finish the lesson
by giving students a few minutes to answer in their journals to one or more of the questions below. Finally, summary of the activity with the class, asking the following questions as checks to understand: how would you sum up the purpose of the Nuremberg laws? What are the consequences when governments use laws to create "in groups and"
groups "in a society? It is short enough so you can simply design it for the class to read together. If a Jew converted to Christianity, he was no longer considered Jewish by many Jews. How could these laws influence the attitudes and actions of the German people? Explain your example. Ask students to review by reading each of the questions and
answers in the flyer. pamphlet.
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